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Algorithmic Cryptanalysis (Cryptography and Network Security)CRC Press, 2009
Focusing on both private- and public-key cryptographic algorithms, this book describes algorithmic methods with cryptographically relevant examples. After introducing modern cryptography and elementary number theory and algebra, it covers linear algebra, sieving, brute force, algorithms based on the birthday paradox,...
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Harnessing HibernateO'Reilly, 2008
Harnessing Hibernate is an ideal introduction to the popular framework that lets Java developers work with information from a relational database easily and efficiently. Databases are a very different world than Java objects, and they often involve people with different skills and specializations. With Hibernate, bridging these two worlds is...
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Light-Emitting DiodesCambridge University Press, 2003

	Light emitting diodes (LEDs) are devices that are used in a myriad of applications, such as indicator lights in instruments, signage, illuminations, and communication. This graduate textbook covers all aspects of the technology and physics of infrared, visible-spectrum, and white light-emitting diodes (LEDs) made from III-V semiconductors. It...
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Drupal for Education and E-Learning - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2013

	You don't need to be a techie to build a community-based website for your school. With this guide to Drupal you'll be able to create an online learning and sharing space for your students and colleagues, quickly and easily.


	Overview

	
		Create a powerful tool for communication among teachers,...
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The Big and the Small - From Microcosm to the Macrocosm: The Facinating Link Between Particle Physics and CosmologyUniversity of Texas Press, 2007

	This book is the second part of the two-volume set entitled The Big and the Small.

	The first volume, Journey into the Microcosm: The Story of Elementary Particles,

	dealt essentially with the small, i.e., elementary particles. The present volume

	first takes the reader to the other extreme, the big or the cosmos, and then wraps

	up...
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Elementary Computability, Formal Languages, and AutomataPrentice Hall, 1981

	This book is an introduction to theoretical computer science emphasizing two interrelated areas: the theory of computability {how to tell whether problems are algorithmically solvable) and the theory of formal languages (how to design and use special languages, as for algorithms). Automata {idealized computer devices) are used as precise...
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Automatic Sequences: Theory, Applications, GeneralizationsCambridge University Press, 2003

	Combining concepts of mathematics and computer science, this book is about the sequences of symbols that can be generated by simple models of computation called "finite automata". Suitable for graduate students or advanced undergraduates, it starts from elementary principles and develops the basic theory. The study then progresses...
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Elements of Neo-Walrasian Economics: A Survey (Advances in Japanese Business and Economics)Springer, 2013

	This book aims to explain to the readers the basic idea of the general equilibrium theory, which forms the core of the current mainstream economics called neoclassical school. To understand this theory is absolutely necessary, either to study further or to criticize the contemporary economic theories. The author not only explains traditional...
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Basic Classes of Linear OperatorsBirkhauser, 2004
"With a name like Gohberg–Goldberg–Kaashoek, it has got to be good. But let me count the ways. If you are interested in learning the basic theories of Hilbert and Banach spaces together with the well-known operators that act on them, this book is for you. It is intended for advanced undergraduate and beginning graduate students in...
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Mathematics for Computer Graphics ApplicationsIndustrial Press, 1999

	Computer graphics is more than an isolated discipline at an intersection of computer science, mathematics, and engineering. It is the very visible leading edge of a revolution in how we use computers and automation to enhance our lives. It has changed forever the worlds of engineering and science, medicine, and the media, too. The wonderful...
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Building Blocks of Matter (MacMillan Science Library)Macmillan Technical, 2003


	The concepts and ideas of elementary particle physics

	are abstract, and they are typically expressed in the

	language of mathematics. However, the goal of elementary

	particle physics is very simple, and all the efforts

	of elementary particle physicists are directed

	toward that simple goal: to identify the basic building...
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Introduction to Real AnalysisJohn Wiley & Sons, 1988

	Assuming minimal background on the part of students, this text gradually develops the principles of basic real analysis and presents the background necessary to understand applications used in such disciplines as statistics, operations research, and engineering. The text presents the first elementary exposition of the gauge integral and...
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